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Innovation process:

 New tech/AI-model

We have a market, let’s sell!

 First prototype

 Integration and compatibility

 Cybersecurity and GDPR

 Laws and E-Governance

 Tough production environment

 Price or value?

 End-User perspective?



So, where and how do we start?

Research-Only

Industrial R&D

Low/High TRL

ABM/PLF

One/Multi-Species

Behavior/Health/Production

Data Availability

Model

Transfer Learning

Expected Outcome

Resources

Real-World Performance

Interpretability

Integration Potential

E-Governance

Public Opinion

Digital 3R

Security



What can we see with help from 

Computer Vision/AI?









Important: to come as close to an individual animal as possible!



What:
Health, welfare, management, all of 

it..? 

When: 
Real-Time, Near Real-Time, 

Offline..?

How: 
Local, Cloud, Federate Learning..?

Why: 
Research-Only, R&D, Commercial 

Application..?

Resource Efficiency

Elegance

Adjustability

Scalability

Learning Curve

Repurposing

Clarity



Since a large part of machine learning is feeding data to an algorithm that performs
heavy computations iteratively, the choice of hardware also plays a significant role in
scalability.

Scaling activities for computations in machine learning (specifically deep learning)
should be concerned about executing matrix multiplications as fast as possible with
less power consumption (because of cost!).



Tools for development

As well as their cost and efficiency…

200 000+ USD 1500+ USD 70+ USD





Aren’t we being ridiculous?







Energy is sustainable if it meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to 

meet their own needs…

- Kutscher, Milford & Kreith 2019









How do we contribute to sustainable AI-development?

EDGE-computing

TinyML

“Building Blocks”-
approach



Simple models and a lot of data trump more elaborate 
models based on less data.

More data beats clever algorithms, but better data beats 
more data.

-
Peter Norvig 



Want to chat about AI? Collaborations? Virtual 

coffee?

oleksiy.guzhva@slu.se
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